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Exemplar for internal assessment resource Economics for Achievement Standard 90988A

Grade Boundary: Low Excellence
1.

For Excellence, the student needs to demonstrate a comprehensive understanding of
the interdependence of sectors of the New Zealand (NZ) economy.
This would typically involve:
•
•

providing a detailed explanation of how or why sectors are interdependent,
using an economic model
linking detailed explanations of the impact of an event on a sector with
detailed explanations of the flow-on effects to other sectors, using an
economic model.

The student has demonstrated comprehensive understanding by providing a detailed
explanation of how or why sectors are interdependent, using a circular flow model. The
event that their model describes is the WTO decision regarding the Australian ban on
NZ apples (3).
The student has explained, using a circular flow model, how this event impacts on NZ
apple producers (2). Money and real flows are differentiated on a diagram (1) in order
to explain how and why these economically interdependent factors relate to the ban on
NZ apples (3).
The student has also explained how the impact of the event on NZ apple producers
links to the flow-on effects to households, the overseas, financial and government
sectors, using the economic language of the circular flow model. Additionally, the
student has explained why the flow-on effects will be greater than the initial economic
event (4).
A more secure Excellence would be attained by explaining why the event has wider
implications for the producer sector, by explaining the flow-on effects on the tertiary
firms. One example of this has been provided (5).
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Student 1: Low Excellence
Student 1 – Low Excellence
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The lifting of the ban to keep NZ apple producers from exporting apples to Australia will increase the
number of apples exported, and therefore increase the amount of export receipts they receive. An increase
in export receipts means a rise in revenue, an increase in money flow from Australia to NZ and therefore
2
increased profit for NZ apple producers.
Because of the increase in demand for apples (because Australia are now willing and able to purchase NZ
apples) the apple producers may have to employ more workers to help pick, and pack an increased
number of apples. Therefore they will have an increased number of staff to pay which will increase their
costs of production but will be made up for by the increase of apples being sold. Therefore overall, apple
producers have an increase in revenue and therefore profit.

Because Australia has allowed NZ to export apples into their country, the households will have an
increased household income as more jobs become available as apple growers will need more workers
because of the increase in demand for apples and household’s savings increase, so the money flow from
households to the financial sector increases and households receive interest in return. They also consume
more so the real flow of goods and services from producers to households increases.
3
There will also be an increase in direct taxes as money flow from households to government increases from
more PAYE, and an increase in indirect taxes (GST) from the producer sector to government because of
maybe an increase in non-export quality apples being purchased in NZ. This will mean that the government
will be able to provide more transfer payments, subsidies, and real flows of public goods and services, e.g.
parks, road maintenance and healthcare increases.

The impact of the WTO apple export decision is much wider than only on apple growers because of the
WTO apple export decision there will be an increase in savings therefore the financial sector will have more
money to loan out to the producer sector so they will then increase their revenue and profit because of the
increase in interest on the loans they provide producers with.

Australia has now allowed NZ to export apples (a real flow) into the country, there will be an increase in NZ
apples in Australia so this will mean Australian apple produces and growers will have a decrease in profit 4
as there is now more competition as they have to compete with the NZ apple imports. Therefore the
economic impact of the WTO decision is going to negatively affect Australian apple producers and growers,
and importers of NZ apples have to send money over to NZ as import payments.
Example: The impact results in different flow-on effects to other firms who have an interdependent
relationship with NZ apple producers, some are affected positively and others could be affected negatively.
NZ apple producers (APs) supply restaurants with apples, because APs are exporting more apples to
Australia (increasing the real flow between the producers and overseas sectors) there are fewer apples
available for other customers, and the restaurants may have to purchase apples at a higher price or buy
less quantity. This will result in a decrease in revenue and profit because they may have to change their
menu as there would be fewer local apples available, which could increase their costs of production.
Pak ’n’ Save may also receive less apples and pay a higher price; an increase in price may result in
reduced revenue and profit as they will be selling less apples because the customers quantity demanded
decreases as price increases.
Transporters of apples from the APs orchards to their customers will have an increase in the number
(possibly) of apples to transport as exports have increased. Therefore, the transport businesses will get an
increase in payments for their services and therefore more revenue and likely more profit, and may have to
employ more staff, which is good for households who get the jobs and receive more income.

5
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Grade Boundary: High Merit
2.

For Merit, the student needs to demonstrate an in-depth understanding of the
interdependence of sectors of the NZ economy.
This would typically involve:
•
•

providing a detailed explanation of how or why sectors are interdependent,
using an economic model
providing a detailed explanation of the impact of an event on a sector and/or
the flow-on effects to other sectors, using an economic model.

The student has demonstrated an in-depth understanding by providing a detailed
explanation of how or why sectors are interdependent using a circular flow model. The
event that their model describes is the WTO decision regarding the Australian ban on
NZ apples.
Their model describes the effects of this event on different sectors, and identifies the
money and real flows on a diagram (6). Additionally, the student has explained why the
event has impacted NZ apple producers, explaining some of the wider implications in
terms of the flow-on effects on firms that they are interdependent with (7). The student
also explained (how and why) the flow-on effects to the overseas and financial sectors
of the economic event using the circular flow model (8).
To reach Excellence, the student would need to use the circular flow model to explain
how the event impacts on NZ apple producers. An example of this has been provided
(9). Additionally, the links to flow-on effects on other sectors would be explained in
more depth, and the student would need to address why these flow-on effects will be
greater than the initial economic event.
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Student 2: High Merit
Student 2 – High Merit
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The impact of the World Trade Organisation’s decision about lifting the Australian ban on NZ apple exports
could lead to more buyers and could lead to an increase in revenue and profit for NZ apple producers. This
could lead to apple producers hiring more employees because of the bigger demand for apples. Apple
producers will be able to gain more revenue from more consumers of apples and more employees and
profit because of this decision and they could then decide to make an investment and expand their
7
production line.
The flow-on effects of the WTO apple export decision within the sector could lead to an impact on other
sectors like the transport companies that deliver apples to buyers, they will gain more revenue and profit
because they will also have to transport more apples overseas. This could lead to transport companies
employing more workers or giving existing employees more hours of work and maybe a wage rise.
Supermarkets may receive fewer apples because NZ apple producers have taken on other supermarket
producers in Australia and have less to supply to the NZ supermarkets. The NZ cannery producers will
receive less NZ apples because more apples have been exported to Australia, which could reduce their
revenue as they may have to pay more for imported apples so their costs of production may increase.
Therefore, the WTO decision has both negative and positive flow-on effects on other producers within the
sector.
NZ apple producers will be exporting more apples to the overseas sector (real flow) because of the WTO
decision and this will lead to an increase in export receipts (money flow) because of Australia purchasing
our apples. The WTO decision leads to more exports of apples and also imports of more goods NZ do not
or cannot produce here which also increases import payments.
The financial sector receives savings from households and gives investment to producers and will be
receiving more savings from households because they have more disposable income because of the WTO
decision which caused production in the producer sector to increase. The savings they receive from
households is the money they have left over after spending their income to satisfy needs and wants. The
financial sector will also be increasing funds available for apple producers for investment as there is an
increase in production, revenue and profit (money flow). This also means the bank will also be giving out
more interest to households as their savings are increasing (money flow).

8

Example: Increasing the real flow of human labour between the household and producer sectors
could be added to “hiring more employees”. And increasing the money flow between the financial
sector and NZ apple producers could be added to “investment”.
9
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Grade Boundary: Low Merit
3.

For Merit, the student needs to demonstrate an in-depth understanding of the
interdependence of sectors of the NZ economy.
This would typically involve:
•
•

providing a detailed explanation of how or why sectors are interdependent,
using an economic model
providing a detailed explanation of the impact of an event on a sector and/or
the flow-on effects to other sectors, using an economic model.

The student has demonstrated in-depth understanding by providing a detailed
explanation of how or why sectors are interdependent using a circular flow model.
The economic model describes the effects of the event on different sectors and
identifies the money and real flows (10). Additionally, the student has explained why
the event has impacted NZ apple producers, explaining some of the wider implications
in terms of the flow-on effects on firms that they are interdependent with (11).
The student has correctly referred to ‘export receipts’ in the explanation, differentiated
real and money flow examples from the model, and used these in the explanation (how
and why) of flow-on effects to the overseas, household, financial, and government
sectors (12).
For a more secure Merit, the circular flow model would need to be correctly labelled:
‘consumer spending’ is a money flow not a real flow; and another money flow is
labelled as ‘import receipts’ instead of ‘export receipts’ (10).
Additionally, an economic model would be used to explain how the event impacts on
the wider producer sector, and the student would correctly use ‘cost’ and ‘price’ in
explanations (11).
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Student 3: Low Merit
Student 3 – Low Merit
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The apple producers can now export their apples to Australia as the ban will be lifted. This means Australia
will have more apples for sale but NZ will have fewer apples for sale. Apple producers will export apples
and sell them at a higher cost in Australia. Apple producers will sell more so they will increase revenue and
get a profit. Australian apple eaters will benefit from the new variety of apples that are new to the Australian
market. Apple producers sell apples to supermarkets and because they now can export apples to Australia,
NZ supermarkets will have fewer apples and sell them at a higher cost. The increased price means
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supermarkets will have less profit as customers QD decreases as prices of apples increase. Apple
producers use transport to deliver to the buyers and there will be a decreased amount of apples to deliver
in NZ because some are being exported. This may lead to less revenue and therefore less profit for the
local transport company. Apple producers have to pay a higher price to export apples to Australia; this will
lead to a decrease in revenue and a decrease in profit.
The factory that produces apple juice from the NZ apple producers have less apples, this will lead to less
being processed into apple juice. The decreased amount of NZ apples means there is less apple juice to
sell. This leads to less revenue and therefore less profit for the factory. Because NZ apple producers and
the apple juice factory, supermarket and transport company are interdependent a drop in local production
affects them all as supermarkets have less to sell and transport companies have less to transport.
The overseas sector imports and exports (real flow) goods. The apple exports to Australia will result in the
exporters selling more exports and getting more export receipts (money flow). This means in the longer
term there will be more exports and export receipts to the producer as Australians buy NZ apples. The
result of this is the producer will generate more revenue and increase profit (money flows). The household
sector receives income from the producers (money flow), this will result in an increase in consumer
spending and the households will provide more resources (real flow) like labour to the producers.
The financial sector receives savings from households and gives investment to producers (money flows).
The apple exporting will result in an increase of income to the household, which will lead to more money
being saved. This will result in an increase of funds that will be available for investment to the producers
from the financial sector (money flow).
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The government receives indirect and company tax from the producers (money flow). The result from
exporting apples to Australia is that they will receive more indirect taxes from the producer sector and an
increase from the household sector, as a result of the increased profit to the producers from exports. This
means the government has more money to spend on public goods and services (real flows) like roads and
parks, and so will increase their government spending (money flow).
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Grade Boundary: High Achieved
4.

For Achieved, the student needs to demonstrate understanding of the interdependence
of sectors of the NZ economy.
This would typically involve:
•
•
•
•

identifying, defining or describing sectors and flows
providing an explanation of how or why sectors are interdependent
providing an explanation of the impact of an event on a sector and/or the
flow-on effects to other sectors
constructing an economic model.

The student has demonstrated understanding by constructing a circular flow model and
describing sectors and flows. The event that their model describes is the WTO decision
regarding the Australian ban on NZ apples.
The student explains the impact of the event on NZ apple producers, and the flow-on
effects on two other sectors. The household information provides evidence of examples
and descriptions of the interdependence between three sectors of the NZ economy
(13).
The student also explains how the household sector is interdependent with the
producer, financial and government sectors of the NZ economy, incorporating the
household information, and using some of the economic language of the circular flow
model (14).
To reach Merit, the student would differentiate the money and real flow examples of the
circular flow model in the explanations of interdependence, fully addressing the ‘how’ or
‘why’, and adding the necessary depth.
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Student 4: High Achieved
Student 4 – High Achieved
Financial Sector
Firm name:
ASB Bank

Relationship/Interdependence
An interdependent relationship exists when there is a two-way mutual reliance
where two parties are reliant on each other for success. ASB Bank relies on the
Household to have money in their bank so that ASB can give out loans to other
people. The Household relies on ASB Bank to store their money so they don’t
13
have to have it at home also they rely on ASB Bank for loans.

Government Sector
We give to the government:
PAYE (tax)
What we get from the
government:
Education/Healthcare

Relationship/Interdependence
An interdependent relationship exists when there is a two-way mutual reliance
where two parties are reliant on each other for success. The government relies on
the Household to pay tax so they have money to pay for healthcare, schools,
roading. The Household relies on the government to help pay for Education and
Healthcare.

An interdependent relationship exists when there is a two-way reliance where two sectors or two firms rely
on each other. The household relies on the producer to get goods and services and payment for resources
(e.g. interest, wages/salary, profit). The producer relies on the household sector to get payment for goods
and services (e.g. consumer spending) and resources (e.g. Capital, Labour, Natural, Entrepreneur). My
family relies on the producer sector for work, clothes, a phone line and the internet. Therefore the
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household and producer sectors are interdependent.
The household sector relies on the government to get transfer payments (benefit), payment for resources
and public goods and services (e.g. healthcare and education). The government sector relies on the
household sector to get direct taxes (e.g. PAYE) and resources. Therefore the household and government
sectors are interdependent.
The household sector relies on the financial sector to get interest on savings and borrow money, and earn
interest on savings and pay interest on loans to the financial sector. Therefore the financial sector and
households are interdependent. We rely on the financial sector for a place we can put all of our money and
earn interest, and they rely on us to put our savings in the bank and get loans so they also earn interest
and make profit by loaning the money out to others for a higher rate of interest.
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Grade Boundary: Low Achieved
5.

For Achieved, the student needs to demonstrate understanding of the interdependence
of sectors of the NZ economy.
This would typically involve:
•
•
•
•

identifying, defining or describing sectors and flows
providing an explanation of how or why sectors are interdependent
providing an explanation of the impact of an event on a sector and/or the
flow-on effects to other sectors
constructing an economic model.

The event described is the WTO decision regarding the Australian ban on NZ apples.
The student has demonstrated understanding by explaining the impact of this event on
NZ apple producers, and constructed a circular flow model incorporating their
household information (15).
The student also described how the household sector is interdependent with the
producer firms: Countdown, Elgas and Sky TV (16).
Additionally, how the household sector and the government sector are interdependent
is explained, using economic terminology and the student’s diagram as supporting
evidence. Interdependence between the household and financial sectors is described
(17).
For a more secure Achieved, real and money flows should be differentiated on the
circular flow model or described. Also, ‘payment for resources’ should appear on the
diagram between producers and households, not between government and households
(15).
The explanation of how the household sector is interdependent with the financial sector
should use terms like ‘financial sector’ and ‘savings’. Additionally, the student would
explain the other interdependent relationship of resources provided by households, e.g.
‘labour’ and the ‘wages/salary’ provided by producers.
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Student 5: Low Achieved
Student 5 – Low Achieved
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Interdependence is where 2 sectors are reliant on each other for their success. Countdown relies on the
household sector to buy the products they supply. Therefore Countdown is making a profit and money to
provide their workers with an income. Without the household sector Countdown would go out of business
as people wouldn’t be purchasing Countdown’s goods. The household sector rely on Countdown to provide
them with food and everyday necessities, without Countdown we wouldn’t have a place to purchase food
and necessities all in one place making it inconvenient when needing to purchase household necessities.
Elgas relies on the household sector to purchase their gas to power the gas related appliances such as the
hot water, gas fire and stoves. Therefore Elgas is able to make a profit on the amount of gas bottles a
household purchases. They also come to your home and take away the empty ones and re-attach the new
ones for you. Without the household sector and having gas appliances this business would not exist.
Households rely on Elgas to supply them with gas to power these appliances so this is interdependence
where two sectors rely on each other for their success.
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Sky TV relies on households to purchase their entertainment channels they provide on your television.
Therefore they are making a profit on the amount of channels you purchase. Without the household sector
purchasing the channels they provide they would go out of business as no one would be paying them for
their channels from movies to documentaries, for learning and for our entertainment. Therefore we can
watch any of the channels we have purchased at any time.

We rely on the National bank to look after our money. We use the National’s bank online banking services
to pay our bills so money is debited from our accounts and then credited to the account of the company to
whom we owe money. They also offer loans that we must pay back with interest.
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Interdependence is where two sectors rely on each other for their success. The government sector relies
on the household sector to pay their taxes so they can build public goods and services such as healthcare
and parks. The household sector relies on the government sector to provide them with free public
healthcare as well as roads and parks.
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Grade Boundary: High Not Achieved
6.

For Achieved, the student needs to demonstrate understanding of the interdependence
of sectors of the NZ economy.
This would typically involve:
•
•
•
•

identifying, defining or describing sectors and flows
providing an explanation of how or why sectors are interdependent
providing an explanation of the impact of an event on a sector and/or the
flow-on effects to other sectors
constructing an economic model.

The event described is the WTO decision regarding the Australian ban on NZ apples.
The student has partially demonstrated understanding by constructing an economic
model and explaining how households are interdependent with the producer,
government and financial sectors.
The student’s diagram describes how apple producers (primary sector) and
supermarkets (tertiary sector) are interdependent (18). Additionally, the student
describes how the economic event has flow-on effects to the overseas sector (19).
To reach Achieved, the student should demonstrate understanding of the WTO
decision, enabling NZ apple producers to export apples to Australia. The student would
demonstrate an understanding of the terms ‘import payments’ and ‘export receipts’ and
not confuse the terms ‘imports’ and ‘exports’ in their explanation (19).
Additionally, two examples used in the diagram would be corrected. If the Orchard
pickers are contractors rather than employees they are providing a service so are part
of the tertiary not primary sector. The transport company provides the transport service
to apple producers for ‘income’ or ‘revenue’ so they can remain in business (18).
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Student 6: High Not Achieved
Student 6 – High Not Achieved
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The impact of the world Trade Organisation’s (WTO) apple export decision for NZ apple producers would
mean less import payments from overseas because of Australia not being a part of the apple producers
business (because of the 89 year ban on NZ apple imports to Australia). With no Australian clients there
would be fewer exports overseas so less business and profit for NZ apple producers.
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The flow-on effects of the WTO’s decision on NZ apple producers means with fewer exports the apple
producers would not have to produce as many apples resulting in fewer requirements for jobs. The
producers would not need as many orchard workers to pick the apples, and the producers wouldn’t have as
many jobs for the transport company because they wouldn’t need as many deliveries to export, also the
producers wouldn’t be delivering any imports of apples to Australia at all because of the ban but the
supermarkets within the country and anywhere except Australia will still be receiving apples.

